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Knowledge Commons and the Road
to Medical Commons

Katherine J. Strandburg, Brett M. Frischmann,
and Michael J. Madison

This book picks up where Governing Knowledge Commons, our 2014 collection of
perspectives and case studies of knowledge commons governance, left off. Governing
Knowledge Commons (GKC) laid down a research program that contributes to
evidence-based policymaking about innovation and creative knowledge production,
as well as the creation, preservation, and uses of existing and new knowledge. The
cases presented in GKC are, in a word, diverse. They range from arts to sciences, from
the professions to popular culture, from historical to contemporary. Governing
Medical Knowledge Commons sustains that research program but with a specific,
thematic focus. This book collects and presents a series of case studies of knowledge
commons centered on recent and emerging experience in the life sciences, medical
research, and medical practice.

foundations

We reiterate anew some key, foundational themes and principles that underlie the
research program and the expanding set of cases that implement and illustrate it. First
is the proposition that both “commons” as a general concept and “knowledge com-
mons” as the particular concept that frames this work describemodes of governance of
resources – sustained, systematized sharing – rather than a place (such as a literal or
metaphorical open ground) or a political or philosophical commitment (such as
unregulated openness, use, or access). Our intuition, shared by many, is that com-
mons governance has much to offer society in terms of innovation, growth, and other
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forms of social welfare but also that knowledge commons is no panacea. The tough
work of systematized research is needed to understand the strengths and weaknesses of
knowledge commons at different times and in different contexts.

Second is the proposition that knowledge commons research takes an explicitly
institutional perspective on the challenges of understanding processes of innovation;
creativity; and knowledge and information production, preservation, and consump-
tion. A great deal of intellectual property law and policy analysis and decision
making adopts the perspective of the individual actor or firm, and the individual
invention, creative work, or specific item of knowledge or information. We argue
that this important work can only be effectively understood and applied if it
is situated in the larger context of institutions, which include both formal entities
and informal but regular patterns of economic and other social interaction.
Knowledge production is ecological and environmental.

As in GKC, therefore, we embrace the analogy between the cultural environment
and the natural environment (Boyle 2008; Frischmann 2007) to explore the proposi-
tion that just as natural resources often are governed by commons rather than being
managed as either public or private property, the production and sharing of knowledge
often are sustained by commons governance.We continue to borrow from researchers
of the natural resource environment who have developed successful methods
for studying commons arrangements systematically and in detail. Our knowledge
commons research framework adopts the style of and begins with the Institutional
Analysis and Development (IAD) framework developed and used by Elinor Ostrom
and others. Our GKC framework adapts the IAD framework to speak to the unique
attributes of knowledge and information.

The third foundational proposition underlying our work is that knowledge
commons governance involves both law and other modes of governance. This
is more than “law in action” or “law in society”; it is attempting to understand
the actual role that law plays in constructing and sustaining effective resource
governance – or, at times, in failing to sustain it. In some contexts, intellectual
property law and other formal law play critical roles in ensuring the continued
supply of new knowledge and other innovation. In other contexts, either intellec-
tual property law or other law or both are all but invisible and absent. And in many
contexts, knowledge production depends on distinct blends of law and other
norms, both formal and informal.

Our fourth and final starting point is that the knowledge commons research program
is intentionally designed as a learning exercise, so that the results of each iteration of
knowledge commons research informs and helps refine the structure of the next round.
The conclusion of GKC teaches that the research framework as initially specified did
not quite capture aspects of knowledge commons that appeared repeatedly in GKC’s
collection of case studies (Frischmann, Madison, and Strandburg 2014, at 469–84).
The framework as applied and described in this book has been updated as a result, and
we anticipate further revisions and refinements in the future.
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building the framework

This project grew initially out of our shared interest in the functioning of systems
of intellectual property rights – patent, copyright, and related bodies of law – and how
those systems relate to now-abundant examples of institutions that support collabora-
tive creativity and innovation. Wikipedia is a canonical, almost trite example, but we
recognize that collaborative production of new knowledge is neither truly novel
(though modern computer networks appear to have increased its power and visibility
dramatically) nor rare. Whether one looks at online encyclopedias, or patent pools as
they began to emerge during the nineteenth century, or the system of correspondence
known as the Republic of Letters that energized scientific discovery during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Mokyr 2002), it appears to be clear that systems
of collaborative production have been critical parts of knowledge production for
centuries, in both arts and sciences. The research questions that these raise consist
not merely of “why would people contribute?” but more importantly “in cultural,
economic, and legal terms, how do such institutions function, how have they evolved,
and how are they likely to evolve in the future?”

The existence, indeed abundance, of knowledge commons institutions chal-
lenges the traditional perspective of many intellectual property law scholars, who
divide the world of innovation and creativity production into two default categories:
innovation systems organized around markets, supported by intellectual property
rights directed to exclusivity and ownership, and innovation systems organized
around governments, which intervene in markets (or avoid markets) in various
ways to sponsor and subsidize innovation. A third approach, commons-based shar-
ing of knowledge and information resources to produce innovation and creativity,
had typically been omitted – though, through GKC and other research, it is
increasingly acknowledged. We aim to continue to move that third approach
beyond the conceptual, and beyond its occasional positioning as a rhetorical device
imposed to stifle the expansion of intellectual property protection (Hyde 2010).
Empirical study of norm- and custom-based innovation communities, sometimes
collected under the label “IP [Intellectual Production] without IP [Intellectual
Property],” often is developed in opposition to (and therefore in reliance on)
market-based presumptions of the need for exclusivity, substituting norm-based
exclusivity for legally defined intellectual property (Perzanowski and Darling
2017). Our knowledge commons research program and the IP without IP strand of
IP scholarship share an interest in detailed empirical investigation in innovation and
creativity institutions and practices, an interest in understanding the roles and limits
of formal IP systems, and a desire to break free of the exclusive rights in markets vs.
government intervention duality that has long characterized policy discussions
regarding innovation and knowledge production. But our research program is
distinct in adopting a particular framework for systematizing that research and in
its expansive view of governance dilemmas and institutions.
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One of our continuing goals, in other words, is to stake out knowledge commons
governance as an independent, affirmative means for producing innovation and
creativity and an important domain for research. In our view, commons are not
wholly independent of or opposed to markets based on exclusive rights (whether
formal or informal), neither are they subordinate to them.

Our perspective is inspired by the comparative institutional analysis approach of
the Nobel Prize–winning research of the late Elinor Ostrom, who was best known
for her lifetime of research into the functioning of commons governance, especially
in the natural resources context. Ostrom was far from the first scholar to examine
resource systems and governance using an institutionalist lens. But her work and that
of her collaborators and successors highlighted commons as an object of study in a
way that no scholar had done before. Ostrom also approached the topic with an
extraordinary humility and disciplinary generosity, recognizing that understanding
this complex area could only be achieved through the contributions of researchers
from many fields, aligned via a shared research framework that could accommodate
a variety of disciplines andmethods. Her impact wasmagnified by her emphasis on a
shared research framework accessible to and usable by numerous disciplines and
throughout the world. In all of our work on knowledge commons, we have tried to
adopt both the spirit and style of Ostrom’s work.

Toward the end of Ostrom’s career, she and her colleagues recognized the
emerging importance of knowledge commons as an area for sustained research
and began to apply the IAD framework to them (Ostrom and Hess 2006; Hess
2012). In 2010, we developed a research framework inspired by the IAD framework
but specifically tailored to the properties that distinguish knowledge and informa-
tion from natural resources (Madison, Frischmann, and Strandburg 2010). That
framework, with some elaborations and clarifications, follows this introduction as
Chapter 1 of this book.

organization of the book

The knowledge commons research framework is presented in Chapter 1. We
provide both a thorough explanation of the framework and a short, almost
“pocket-sized” version, anticipating that additional researchers may want to use
the framework and improve on it in their own studies of knowledge commons.
Both the framework and overviews of both this book and GKC are available at a
dedicated website, http://knowledge-commons.net, for the benefit of researchers
developing new case studies and data analyses.

After the framework come 15 case studies of knowledge commons in the medical
context, which we characterize as cases of “medical commons,” from a group of
interdisciplinary researchers. These cases continue the detailed exploration of how
knowledge commons function, the place they occupy in the cultural environment,
the specific benefits they offer, the costs and risks they create, and their relationships
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to other institutional structures. The case study authors come from a variety of
research traditions, offering a variety of perspectives on life sciences, health, and
medicine but unified via their shared application of the knowledge commons
framework. GKC offered an initial demonstration of the value of studying knowl-
edge commons carefully, in a comparative fashion, to develop evidence of the
details of their purposes and operations. This book drills down to study knowledge
commons in a particular subject area. In time, the data collected in these and other
knowledge commons case studies should provide insights into how to design and/or
harness knowledge commons for broad public benefit.

Scientific research and medical research are domains in which knowledge com-
mons governance has long been a primary institutional approach. Researchers often
share resources and infrastructure that include background scientific and medical
information, data, techniques, materials, and devices. The first cluster of case
studies, in Chapters 2 through 8, develops and applies the knowledge commons
research framework to commons arrangements for pooling and governing biological
data, biomedical data, and scientific research data in the life sciences and medicine.
Traditional intellectual property rights are unlikely to play important roles in
governing data sharing by virtue of the weak IP rights that ordinarily apply to data,
data sets, and collections of data. Yet researchers have strong interests in data
production, coordination, and sharing, which prompt the formation of robust
modes of commons-based institutional governance. In Chapter 2, Jorge Contreras
addresses the development of several different collections of human genomic data.
Peter Lee’s Chapter 3 explores the management of the genomic data commons via
the tools and techniques deployed in its construction and analysis. In Chapter 4,
Barbara Evans further discusses the use of genomic data for genetic testing.
Andrea Boggio follows that chapter with a case study addressing biobanks and
their associated data collections, particularly population-level biobanks. In
Chapter 6, Ryan Abbott describes commons governance attributes of the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration’s Sentinel Initiative, an effort to collect and
analyze public health data associated with the safety of medical products.
Michael Mattioli follows that chapter with a case study of a collaborative of
institutions focused on the collection and analysis of oncology treatment data.
This section of the book concludes in Chapter 8 with a case study by Maja Larson
and Margaret Chon of the open neuroscience movement and its efforts to collect
and distribute research data.

Research-related and therapeutic tools, materials, and techniques may be gov-
erned as commons either in spite of or by building alongside traditional or
conventional intellectual property regimes. Chapters 9 and 10 describe knowledge
commons governance of innovations in the production of health and medicine-
related devices and clinical therapies. In Chapter 9, Andrew Torrance reviews
knowledge commons institutions that are constructing the emerging field of
synthetic biology, or the production of engineered human tissues. In Chapter 10,
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Tania Bubela and her colleagues describe commons governance of the production
of research tools, engineered mice, that are critical to the translation of laboratory
and clinical science to medically useful therapies.

Clinical research and clinical care are the subjects of the final group of case studies,
in which traditional intellectual property systems may be absent, on historical or
ethical grounds, or insufficient in other respects. Some of these case studies focus
on commons governance by providers of medical care and some focus on governance
by or including patients themselves. In Chapter 11, Laura Pedraza-Fariña provides a
case study of the collaborative production of techniques for fertility care for oncology
patients. In Chapter 12, Glenn Saxe and Mary Acri describe a case of knowledge
commons governance of the delivery of mental health services, drawing not only on
the knowledge commons research framework but also on existing research on user
innovation. Pedro Oliveira and his colleagues follow in Chapter 13 with a description
of a project for pooling patient and caregiver innovations in medical care. Again, user
innovation perspectives are usefully combined with the knowledge commons frame-
work. In Chapter 14, Stephen Flowers describes a group of patients creating and
sharing innovation at the “outlaw” edge of standardmedical research. Chapters 15 and
16 present the findings of case studies of two consortia operating under the umbrella of
the Rare Diseases Clinical Research Network at the National Institutes of Health
in the United States. In Chapter 15, Brett Frischmann and Katherine Strandburg
describe the knowledge commons governance of the North American Mitochondrial
Disease Consortium. In Chapter 16, Katherine Strandburg and Stefan Bechtold
describe the knowledge commons governance of the Consortium for Eosinophilic
Gastroinstestinal Disease Research.

As in GKC, a concluding chapter in this book highlights commonalities and
differences among the knowledge commons studied here, draws relevant lessons
with respect to knowledge commons research and knowledge commons in general,
and looks forward to future studies. Knowledge commons do important work in the
medical arena. The case studies in this book move us closer to understanding how
and why.
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1

The Knowledge Commons Framework

Katherine J. Strandburg, Brett M. Frischmann,
and Michael J. Madison

1.1 introduction

This chapter sets out the knowledge commons framework that forms the foundation
for the case study chapters that follow.1 The framework is inspired by and builds in
part on the Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) approach pioneered by
Elinor Ostrom and her collaborators for studying commons arrangements in the
natural environment (Ostrom 1990). The version of the framework set out in this
chapter closely tracks the version published as chap. 1 of Governing Knowledge
Commons (Frischmann, Madison, and Strandburg 2014), and in an earlier paper
(Madison, Frischmann, and Strandburg 2010a), with some important updates and
revisions added to reflect lessons learned in the course of conducting the case studies
published in that book. By reproducing and further refining the framework here, we
hope to inspire future researchers to adopt, extend, and continue to refine it.

The systematic approach to case study design and analysis provided by the knowledge
commons framework aims to structure individual case studies in a useful and productive
way and tomake it possible eventually to produce generalizable results. Comparing and
aggregating case studies performed according to the knowledge commons framework
should enable an inventory of the structural similarities and differences between

Katherine J. Strandburg is the Alfred B. Engelberg Professor of Law and a Faculty Director of the
Engelberg Center for Innovation Law and Policy at the New York University School of Law, New York,
New York. Brett M. Frischmann is The Charles Widger Endowed University Professor in Law, Business
and Economics at VillanovaUniversity CharlesWidger School of Law, Villanova, Pennsylvania.Michael
J.Madison is Professor of Law and FacultyDirector of the Innovation Practice Institute at theUniversity of
Pittsburgh School of Law, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Professor Strandburg acknowledges the generous
support of the Filomen D’Agostino and Max E. Greenberg Research Fund.
1 In prior work, we explained in substantial detail the need for a research framework for systematically

studying knowledge commons; Governing Knowledge Commons (Frischmann, Madison, and
Strandburg 2014) was a successful proof of concept. Governing Medical Knowledge Commons builds
upon that work. This chapter does not aim to justify the GKC framework or research program; instead,
it only provides an abbreviated discussion of the framework itself. For motivations, justifications, and
comprehensive discussion of how the GKC framework relates to Ostrom’s work and especially the IAD
framework, please refer to our prior work.
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commons in different industries, disciplines, and knowledge domains and shed light on
the underlying contextual reasons for the differences. This structured inquiry provides a
basis for developing theories to explain the emergence, form, and stability of the
observed variety of knowledge commons and, eventually, for designing models to
explicate and inform institutional design. In addition, an improved understanding of
knowledge commons should facilitate a more complete perspective on intellectual
property (IP) law and policy and its interactions with other legal and social mechanisms
for governing creativity and innovation.

1.1.1 What Do We Mean by Knowledge Commons?

“Knowledge commons” is shorthand. It refers to an institutional approach (com-
mons) to governing the management or production of a particular type of resource
(knowledge).

Commons refers to a form of community management or governance. It applies to
resources and involves a group or community of people, but it does not denote the
resources, the community, a place, or a thing. Commons is the institutional arrange-
ment of these elements: “The basic characteristic that distinguishes commons from
noncommons is institutionalized sharing of resources among members of a commu-
nity” (Madison, Frischmann, and Strandburg 2010b: 841). Critically, commons govern-
ance is used by a wide variety of communities to manage many types of resources.
Commons governance confronts various obstacles to sustainable sharing and coopera-
tion. Some of those obstacles derive from the nature of the resources and others derive
from other factors, such as the nature of the community or external influences.
Communities can and often do overcome obstacles through constructed as well as
emergent commons. Importantly, while commons-governed institutions generally offer
substantial openness regarding both informational content and community member-
ship, they usually impose some limits relating, for example, to who contributes, what
contributions are incorporated into the shared pool, who may use the pooled knowl-
edge, or how it may be used. The limitations imposed by a knowledge commons often
reflect and help resolve the obstacles to sharing encountered in its particular context.

Knowledge refers to a broad set of intellectual and cultural resources. In prior work,
we used the term “cultural environment” to invoke the various cultural, intellectual,
scientific, and social resources (and resource systems) that we inherit, use, experience,
interact with, change, and pass on to future generations. To limit ambiguity and
potential confusion, and to preserve the wide applicability of the framework, we
currently use the term “knowledge.” We emphasize that we cast a wide net and that
we group together information, science, knowledge, creative works, data, and so on.

Knowledge commons is thus shorthand for the institutionalized community gov-
ernance of the sharing and, in many cases, creation of information, science, knowl-
edge, data, and other types of intellectual and cultural resources. Demand for
governance institutions arises from a community’s need to overcome various social
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dilemmas associated with producing, preserving, sharing, and using information,
innovative technology, and creative works.

Some initial illustrations of knowledge commons illustrate the variety of institu-
tional arrangements that may be usefully studied using the GKC framework.
Consider the following examples from the Governing Knowledge Commons book:

• Nineteenth-century journalism commons
• Astronomical data commons
• Early airplane invention commons
• Entrepreneurial/user innovation commons
• Genomic data commons
• Intellectual property pools
• Legispedia (a legislative commons)
• Military invention commons
• News reporting wire services,
• Online creation communities
• Open source software
• Rare disease research consortia
• Roller derby naming commons
• Wikipedia

At first glance, these examples may appear to be disparate and unrelated. Yet we
believe that a systematic, comprehensive, and theoretically informed research
framework offers significant potential to produce generalizable insights into these
commons phenomena. Comparative institutional investigation of knowledge com-
mons is relevant to understanding social ordering and institutional governance
generally, including via intellectual property law and policy.

1.2 intellectual property, free riding, commons,

and the gkc framework for empirical study

As discussed in more detail in our earlier work, our approach to the study of
knowledge commons governance is founded on three basic propositions, which
we simply state here, having elaborated upon them in detail in our earlier work:
First, traditional intellectual property “free rider” theory fails to account for coop-
erative institutions for creating and sharing knowledge that are prevalent (and
perhaps increasingly so) in society. Policy based solely on this traditional view is
thus likely to fail to promote socially valuable creative work that is best governed by a
commons approach and may, at least in some circumstances, impede such work.
Second, the widespread recognition of certain well-known successes of the com-
mons approach, such as open source software, can itself be problematic when it
ignores the significant governance challenges that often arise for such institutions. A
more nuanced appreciation of the benefits and challenges of knowledge commons
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governance is necessary for wise policy choices. Third, the development of a more
sophisticated approach to knowledge commons governance will require systematic
empirical study of knowledge commons governance “in the wild.”

1.2.1 The IAD Framework for Studying Natural Resource Commons

To develop a systematic empirical approach for studying knowledge commons
governance, we turned to the work of Elinor Ostrom and collaborators, who faced
a similar scholarly challenge in understanding natural resource commons, such as
lakes and forests. There, simplistic “tragedy of the commons” models suggested a
policy space bifurcated between private property and government subsidy or top-
down regulation. Real-world observation of well-functioning commons governance
arrangements exposed the inadequacies of such a simplistic theoretical approach to
the variety and complexity of social and natural contexts involved.

In response, Ostrom and her collaborators developed the Institutional Analysis and
Development (IAD) framework for structuring and analyzing case studies of natural
resource commons and situating them with respect to private property and government
subsidy or regulation. A framework approach is pre-theoretical, in that it “helps to
identify the elements (and the relationships among these elements) that one needs to
consider for institutional analysis. Frameworks . . . provide the most general set of
variables that should be used to analyze all types of settings relevant for the framework
. . . They attempt to identify the universal elements that any relevant theory would need
to include” (Ostrom 2005: 28–29). It thus avoids the myopia (and mistakes) that can
result from forcing the complexity of real-world social behavior into a single theory or
model (such as “tragedy of the commons” or “free riding”) and opens up the theoretical
space so that researchers can identify salient factors and social dilemmas that should
drive theoretical understanding. A framework approach also systematizes the develop-
ment of general observations that can be of use both for policymaking and for under-
standing how to craft and apply more specific theories and models for particular cases.

The IAD framework centers on the concept of an “action arena,” in which
relevant actors interact with one another to deal with the social dilemmas associated
with sharing and sustaining a particular natural resource in light of its characteristics
and the environment and community in which it is situated. Interactions within an
action arena are governed by “rules-in-use,” which may be formal or informal, to
produce particular outcomes.

Structuring a case study according to the IAD framework involves asking specific
questions about the resources, actors, environment, rules-in-use, and other aspects of a
particular commons arrangement that assist the researcher in drilling down into the
facts of a particular case (Ostrom 2005: 13–14). The IAD framework thus allows
researchers to move beyond the overly general assumptions of the “tragedy of the
commons” story to investigate how resources actually are governed, structuring the
empirical inquiry so that comparisons are possible, while avoiding unwarranted
assumptions related to particular theories or models. Using the information obtained
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by applying the IAD framework to structured case studies, natural resources research-
ers developed theories and models for particular commons situations, designed
experiments to test those theories, and used statistical methods to look for regularities
across cases. Based on this empirical work, Ostrom advanced a set of design principles
for successful natural resource commons (Ostrom et al. 2007: 15181–82).

1.2.2 Developing a Framework for the Study of Knowledge
Commons Governance

Several years ago, Ostrom and her colleagues began to apply the IAD framework to
investigate the management of collections of existing knowledge resources (Ostrom
and Hess 2007). A direct application of the IAD framework to knowledge commons
had its limitations, however. In particular, it neglected (or, at least, did not empha-
size) certain ways in which knowledge resources and their associated communities
differ from natural resources and the communities that use and manage them. In
creating the Governing Knowledge Commons (GKC) framework, we identified
several important distinctions and modified and extended the IAD framework to
better account for the distinctive character of knowledge commons.

First, knowledge resources must be created before they can be shared. Individual
motivations for participating in knowledge creation are many and various, ranging
from the intrinsic to the pecuniary. Motivations may also be social and thus inter-
woven with the character of the community. Therefore, knowledge commons often
must manage both resource production and resource use within and potentially
beyond the commons community.

Second, those who participate in knowledge production necessarily borrow from and
share with others – and not in any fixed or small number of ways. Indeed, it may be
impossible to divest oneself of knowledge to which one has been exposed. Inevitably, the
intellectual products of past and contemporary knowledge producers serve as inputs into
later knowledge production. As a result, knowledge commons must cope with chal-
lenges in coordinating and combining preexisting resources to create new knowledge.

Third, because knowledge is nonrivalrous once created, there is often social value in
sharing it beyond the bounds of the community that created it. The public goods
character of knowledge resources necessitates consideration not only of dynamics inter-
nal to a commons community but also of relationships between those communities and
outsiders. Knowledge commonsmust confront questions of openness that may generate
additional social dilemmas (Madison, Frischmann, and Strandburg 2009: 368–69).

Fourth, intangible knowledge resources are not naturally defined by boundaries
that limit their use. Depending upon the knowledge at issue and the circumstances of
its creation, creatorsmay ormay not be able to limit use by others as a practical matter,
for example, through secrecy. In essence, the boundaries of knowledge resources are
built rather than found. Boundaries come from at least two sources. Intangible
knowledge resources often are embodied in tangible forms, which may create bound-
aries around the embedded knowledge as a practical matter. Additionally, law and
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other social practices may create boundaries around knowledge resources, as, for
example, in the case of the “claims” of a patent. The creation of boundaries is partly
within and partly outside the control of the members of a knowledge commons
community and generates a series of social dilemmas to be resolved.

Fifth, the nonrivalry of knowledge and information resources often rides on top of
various rivalrous inputs (such as time or money) and may provide a foundation for
various rivalrous outputs (such as money or fame). Knowledge commonsmust confront
the social dilemmas associated with obtaining and distributing these rivalrous resources.

Sixth, knowledge commons frequently must define and manage not only these
resources but also the make-up of the community itself. Knowledge commons mem-
bers often come together for the very purpose of creating particular kinds of knowledge
resources. The relevant community thus is determined not by geographical proximity
to an existing resource, but by some connection – perhaps of interest or of expertise –
to the knowledge resources to be created. Moreover, the characteristics of the knowl-
edge created by a given community ordinarily are determined, at least to some extent,
by the community itself. Thus, neatly separating the attributes of the managed
resources from the attributes and rules-in-use of the community that produces and
uses them is impossible.

Finally, because of the way in which knowledge resources and communities are co-
created, both tend to evolve over time. Thus, to understand knowledge commons
governance, it is often crucial to engage with the particular narratives of the commu-
nity, which may be grounded in storytelling, metaphor, history, and analogy. The
property scholar Carol Rose emphasizes the role of narratives, especially of origin
stories, in explaining features of property regimes that are not determinable strictly on
theoretical or functional grounds, particularly if one assumes that everyone begins
from a position of rational self-interest (Rose 1994: 35–42). The stories that are told
about knowledge commons, and by those who participate in them, are instructive with
respect to understanding the construction, consumption, and coordination of knowl-
edge resources. Particular histories, stories, and self-understandings may be important
in constructing the social dilemmas that arise and in determining why a particular
knowledge commons approaches them in a particular way.

The GKC framework for conducting case-based research and collecting and
comparing cases is intended to be inclusive, in that various disciplinary perspectives,
including law, economics, sociology, and history, may be relevant to applying it to
particular cases. By design, and in light of our still-nascent understanding of knowl-
edge commons governance, the GKC framework remains a work in progress, which
will be most valuable if it is developed and honed as more examples are studied.
Indeed, the description here already reflects some reorganization and fine-tuning of
our initial take on the framework as presented in earlier work (Madison, Frischmann,
and Strandburg 2010a).

We illustrate the GKC framework and its relationship to the IAD framework with
the flow charts in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.
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ACTION ARENA

Attributes of the 
Community

Rules-in-Use

Biophysical 
Characteristics

Action Situations

Actors

Patterns of 
Interactions

Outcomes

Evaluative 
Criteria

figure 1 .1 Based on a flow chart used to illustrate the IAD framework (Ostrom 2005: 15).
It pictures theway inwhich relevant variables, including the biophysical characteristics of the
natural resource, the attributes of the community, and the rules-in-use in the community
influence the way in which actors interact in particular action situations to produce patterns
of interactions and outcomes, which may be evaluated from a social perspective through
evaluative criteria. The dotted lines illustrate the way in which the outcomes from a given

pattern of interactions can influence the input variables, for example, by leading to
destruction or sustainability of the resource or tomodifications of the rules-in-use because the

community is dissatisfied with the outcomes.

ACTION ARENA

Attributes of the 
Community

Action Situations

Actors

Patterns of 
Interactions

Evaluative 
Criteria

Resource 
Characteristics

Rules-in-Use

figure 1.2 The GKC framework. Because of the more complex relationships among
resources, participants, and governance structures in knowledge commons, relevant

attributes may not divide as neatly into categories as they do when one is describing a pool
of natural resources. Thus, in the leftmost part of the chart, we connect the resources
characteristics, community attributes, and rule-in-use to emphasize their interrelated
and contingent character. The dotted line leading directly from the action arena to

resource characteristics illustrates the way in which interactions in the action arena, by
creating intellectual resources, feed directly back into resource characteristics without

being mediated by ongoing patterns of interactions.
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Figure 1.2 also collapses a distinction made in the original IAD framework between
“patterns of interactions” that follow from the action arena and outcomes that follow
from the patterns of interaction. The patterns of interactions generated by the formal
and informal rules systems of a knowledge commons are often inseparable from the
outcomes it produces. How people interact with rules, resources, and one another, in
other words, is itself an outcome that is inextricably linked with and determinative of
the form and content of the knowledge or informational output of the commons. In an
open source software project, for example, the existence and operation of the open
source development collaborative, the identity of the dynamic thing called the open
source software program and the existence and operation of the relevant open source
software license and other governance mechanisms are constitutive of one another.

With this general picture inmind, we now lay out theGKC framework for empirical
study of knowledge commons in the box, “Knowledge Commons Framework and
Representative Research Questions.” More detail about the various aspects of the
framework is provided in our earlier work and illustrated in the case studies in this book.

During the course of a case study, the framework of questions summarized in the
box is used in two ways. First, it is used as a guide in planning interviews with
relevant actors, documentary research, and so forth. Second, it is used as a frame-
work for organizing and analyzing the information gained from interviews, relevant
documents, and so forth. Though we list the various “buckets” of questions in the
framework sequentially, in practice the inquiry is likely to be iterative. Learning
more about goals and objectives is likely to result in the identification of additional
shared resources; understanding the makeup of the community will lead to new
questions about general governance, and so forth.

Knowledge Commons Framework and Representative Research
Questions

background environment

• What is the background context (legal, cultural, etc.) of this
particular commons?

• What is the “default” status, in that background context, of the
sorts of resources involved in the commons (patented, copy-
righted, open, or other)?

attributes

Resources

• What resources are pooled and how are they created or obtained?
• What are the characteristics of the resources? Are they rival or

nonrival, tangible or intangible? Is there shared infrastructure?
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• What technologies and skills are needed to create, obtain,
maintain, and use the resources?

Community Members

• Who are the community members and what are their roles?
• What are the degree and nature of openness with respect to

each type of community member and the general public?

Goals and Objectives
• What are the goals and objectives of the commons and its

members, including obstacles or dilemmas to be overcome?
• What are the history and narrative of the commons?

governance

• What are the relevant action arenas and how do they relate to the
goals and objective of the commons and the relationships
among various types of participants and with the general public?

• What are the governance mechanisms (e.g., membership rules,
resource contribution or extraction standards and requirements,
conflict resolution mechanisms, sanctions for rule violation)?

• Who are the decision makers and how are they selected?
• What are the institutions and technological infrastructures that

structure and govern decision making?
• What informal norms govern the commons?
• How do nonmembers interact with the commons? What insti-

tutions govern those interactions?
• What legal structures (e.g., intellectual property, subsidies,

contract, licensing, tax, antitrust) apply?

patterns and outcomes

• What benefits are delivered to members and to others (e.g.,
innovations and creative output, production, sharing, and dis-
semination to a broader audience, and social interactions that
emerge from the commons)?

• What costs and risks are associated with the commons, includ-
ing any negative externalities?
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Governing Knowledge Commons: An Appraisal

Katherine J. Strandburg, Brett M. Frischmann,
and Michael J. Madison

How, where, and why do innovation and creativity occur? What influences the
design and development of productive and sustainable knowledge production and
preservation institutions? And what lessons, if any, should public policy and law
derive from answers to these questions? These are the macro questions that inform
empirical research on knowledge commons, including the 15 case studies gathered
inGoverningMedical Knowledge Commons and the 11 case studies published in 2014
in Governing Knowledge Commons (GKC).

Knowledge commons governance is one strategy for overcoming social dilem-
mas regarding the production, stewardship, preservation, distribution of, access
to, and consumption and other use and re-use of knowledge and information
resources. That strategy may often be as important and powerful as strategies
grounded in law and related public policy, including intellectual property law,
competition law, communications law, and security and privacy law. For its
potential to be realized, “knowledge commons” should be more than a rallying
cry for the public domain or a piece of rhetoric deployed in political battles about
access to knowledge and information. Empirical investigation, of the sort
reported in this book, is a critical prerequisite for sound knowledge commons
policy.

The social dilemmas encountered in deploying knowledge commons governance
are extremely diverse. Moreover, knowledge commons governance is intertwined, in
varied and context-specific ways, with publicly enacted law and other government
initiatives. As a result, empirical research must be modest. The world of knowledge
commons governance is too diverse, both today and in historical context, to permit
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drawing firm conclusions or generating forceful policy guidance based on the
empirical work done so far, both in these books and elsewhere.

Nonetheless, some patterns and themes have begun to emerge. Here, we
update and refine the tentative substantive conclusions that we offered in the
Conclusion to GKC. In most respects those conclusions remain viable in light
of the evidence collected here; in some respects, added nuance is important.
The recurrence of many themes in this new body of evidence encourages us to
believe that the GKC framework provides a valid and useful basis for generation
and testing of hypotheses that eventually will establish a firm foundation for
policymaking.

c.1 recurring themes

The following are themes that we have identified as particularly important to date,
given the research included in GKC and in this book. In Section C.1.1 we discuss
themes that emerged from the GKC case studies and remain salient and important,
though sometimes in slightly revised form, in light of the additional cases presented
here. We also note specific ways in which these themes appear to play out in the
medical context. In Section C.1.2, we discuss two additional themes that have
emerged from the studies in this book. The first is a modification of the theme of
trusted leadership discussed in GKC, while the second identifies the important role
that the state often plays in structuring medical knowledge commons. Readers and
researchers may and likely will derive their own conclusions and identify additional
themes in the case studies in this book and in GKC. That is absolutely as it
should be.

C.1.1 Themes Identified in GKC

C.1.1.1 Knowledge Commons Confront Diverse Obstacles or Social Dilemmas,
Many of Which Are Not Well Described by or Reducible to the Simple

Free-rider Dilemma

As with the case studies in GKC, here, the most obvious “goals and objectives” of
commons governance often were to organize the sharing of knowledge resources to
facilitate the creation of new knowledge. Sometimes – though not always – such
sharing had been stymied, as traditional intellectual property theory would predict,
by concerns that competitors would free ride on shared knowledge resources without
compensating the contributors. But to stop there would be to miss the forest (or
worse, the complex ecosystem) for the trees. Here, as in the earlier studies, closer
analysis tended to reveal multiple dilemmas and obstacles that shaped action arenas
and created demand for governance institutions. Among these were (attribution is to
the authors of chapters in this volume):
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• Dilemmas attributable to the nature of the knowledge or information
production problem.
In most arenas, the production of knowledge and ideas is constrained by
the nature of the community’s substantive goals. Often, and especially
in the medical arena, this is a matter of the “biophysical characteristics,”
not of the non-rivalrous knowledge resource, but of the question at
hand. For example:
• The rare disease research consortia studied here and in GKC face

institutional dilemmas stemming from the fact that the diseases they
study are so rare that cooperation across a number of geographically
scattered sites is necessary to make progress (Strandburg and Bechtold;
Strandburg and Frischmann; Strandburg, Frischmann, and Cui
(in GKC)).

• Many medical problems are so scientifically complex that studying
them requires the participation of specialists from a variety of different
backgrounds, whomay have different norms and practices (Strandburg
and Bechtold, Pedraza-Fariña).

• Some medical conditions manifest themselves in sufficiently various
and complex ways that cooperation requires resolving and managing
difficult and potentially contentious questions about how and with
what granularity a particular disease or treatment should be defined
(Frischmann and Strandburg, Saxe and Acri).

• The most promising approach to a given medical issue often requires
the aggregation of data produced by many sources and stored in many
ways, creating a coordination dilemma about how best to standardize
formats and definitions (Lee, Evans, Abbott, Strandburg and Bechtold,
Strandburg and Frischmann, Larson and Chon, Mattioli).

• Productive research may require access to particular biological materi-
als or research tools, which are not easily substitutable because of the
biophysical characteristics of the medical issue at hand (Torrance,
Bubela et al.).

• Dilemmas arising from the interdependence among different constituencies
of the knowledge commons.
The traditional free-rider story focuses attention on the need for coopera-
tion among competing researchers or physicians, who are presumed to
have similar skills and objectives. Medical research and treatment often
involve a much wider variety of participants, however. Patients, long
viewed as essentially passive recipients of the output of medical innova-
tion, are increasingly understood to be crucial participants in the creation
and sharing of medical knowledge, whose perspectives must be taken into
account in knowledge commons governance (Evans, Boggio, Strandburg
and Bechtold, Strandburg and Frischmann). Indeed, patients,
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nonprofessional caregivers, and the public at large are beginning to take
new and much more central roles in governing and conducting coopera-
tive medical innovation (Oliveira et al., Flowers, Torrance). Dilemmas
arising from differences in perspectives, norms, and goals of critical
constituencies thus are endemic in the medical context and often pose
crucial governance issues. Besides patients, important constituencies
may include the following:
• Researchers or physicians from disparate specialty backgrounds

(Pedraza- Fariña, Strandburg and Bechtold).
• Clinicians working in very different treatment contexts (Saxe and

Acri).
• Study coordinators, informatics specialists, and administrators

(Strandburg and Bechtold, Strandburg and Frischmann).
• Insurance carriers, institutional health care providers, and pharmaceu-

tical companies (Abbott, Bubela et al., Larson and Chon).
• Private and public funders (Larson and Chon, Strandburg and

Bechtold, Strandburg and Frischmann, Contreras).
• Third-party custodians of health records, data, and tissue samples (Lee,

Boggio, Bubela et al., Strandburg and Bechtold, Strandburg and
Frischmann).

• Dilemmas arising from the need to manage rivalrous resources that are
necessary inputs into production and use of the shared knowledge resources.
As noted in GKC, knowledge commons governance often must manage
the allocation and deployment of rivalrous inputs, such as attention, time,
labor, and funding (Contreras, Pedraza-Fariña, Strandburg and
Bechtold, Strandburg and Frischmann, Abbott) and rivalrous outputs,
such as attribution/authorship credit and associated status (Evans, Larson
and Chon, Mattioli, Bubela et al., Saxe and Acri). Governance mechan-
isms for rivalrous resources routinely must cope with scarcity. Those who
manage access to a shared pool of tissue samples or other biomaterials
may also need to anticipate and take account of the risk that samples
might be damaged during use or transport or simply degrade over time
(Bubela et al., Boggio, Pedraza-Fariña).

• Dilemmas arising from (or mitigated by) the broader systems within which
a knowledge commons is nested or embedded.

All of the knowledge commons examples studied in this book are facilitated by,
constrained by, and simply embedded within a much broader social system of
medical research, practice, and regulation. General regulations, such as those
from the FDA or HIPAA, provide top-down hierarchical constraints with which
most knowledge commons must comply. In studying natural resource commons
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governance, Ostrom and her collaborators noted the potential benefits of “nested
governance,” in which one (smaller, more limited) governance system is
embedded within a hierarchically higher (larger, broader) governance system,
as a way of ensuring that community governance of a commons resource is
appropriately tailored to the expertise and interests of local constituents.
Nesting of this sort plays a role in a few of the cases reported here (Strandburg
and Bechtold, Strandburg and Frischmann, Saxe and Acri). In many cases,
however, the relationship of a medical knowledge commons with the larger
universe of medical institutions is one of overlapping participants and functions,
rather than of hierarchy. These overlapping relationships are often both facil-
itative and generative but can also produce governance dilemmas, in part
because of their non-hierarchical nature. (Strandburg and Bechtold,
Strandburg and Frischmann, Saxe and Acri, Lee, Larson and Chon, Oliveira et
al., Flowers).

C.1.1.2 There Often Were Complex Relationships between Knowledge Commons
and the Systems within Which They Operate and/or Are Nested and Embedded

We noted in the Conclusion to GKC that we had not fully anticipated how
strongly broader background contexts would influence the shape of commons
governance and/or interact with other framework inquiries. In the current collec-
tion, researchers’ attention to these background constraints pays important divi-
dends. As already discussed, these contexts often give rise to governance dilemmas,
both by providing external constraints much as the biophysical characteristics of
the resource do in the natural resource context and because of overlapping
membership and functions between knowledge commons and other institutions.
But the impact of the background context often went well beyond these effects.
Background contexts shaped goals and objectives, participants’ roles and motiva-
tions, behavioral norms and social relationships, and other important features in
much more dynamic ways. Background context and systems matter significantly to
the opportunity to develop commons governance in the first place and to the
ability of knowledge commons governance to respond to the complex social
dilemmas it confronts. History, whether of general practices in the medical field
or of social relationships among knowledge commons participants, also matters. It
may be more difficult to establish commons governance if historical patterns push
in countervailing directions (Bubela et al., Larson and Chon, Saxe and Acri,
Mattioli), while preexisting cooperative relationships or norms may promote the
emergence of knowledge commons governance (Strandburg and Bechtold,
Torrance, Lee). Indeed, where historical patterns suggest an opportunity for
commons governance to take root, those patterns may be useful assets for institu-
tional designers and policymakers.
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C.1.1.3 Close Relationships Often Exist between Knowledge
Commons and Shared Infrastructure

The theme as we expressed it in GKCwas “knowledge commons often depended on
shared infrastructure.” It may be more appropriate to say that infrastructure and
knowledge commons are often related, because shared infrastructure often appears
to be central to the success of the knowledge commons, because it is often appro-
priate to identify shared infrastructure – whether technical (e.g., computing
resources) or social (data schemas, or community culture on which commons
governance is constructed) – as a type of knowledge commons resource that often
helps resolve a social dilemma or overcome an obstacle to cooperation. Shared
infrastructure may be created by the commons community (Torrance, Mattioli) or
constructed or funded by the state (Contreras, Strandburg and Bechtold, Strandburg
and Frischmann, Abbott) or contributed by a private benefactor or “commons
entrepreneur” (Oliveira et al., Flowers, Lee, Larson and Chon, Saxe and Acri). It
is important, however, not to simply equate knowledge commons governance with
infrastructure. Instead, the theme that emerges from the case studies is that knowl-
edge commons governance and shared infrastructure are often closely aligned, with
each tending to enable and reinforce the success of the other.

C.1.1.4 Commons Governance Often Evolved over Time, and Commons Seemed
to Play an Especially Important Role in the Early Stages of Some Industries

In GKC, we observed that several cases illustrated the proposition that commons
governance may evolve as the number of participants grows or as innovation affects
the nature of the shared knowledge or the balance between competition and
cooperation within the group. This theme appears with less frequency in the current
collection of cases in the medical research domain, perhaps because none of the
cases in the present book deals with a knowledge commons with a sufficiently long
historical track record. While there are examples of knowledge commons govern-
ance emerging in relatively nascent medical arenas (Torrance, Pedraza-Fariña,
Larson and Chon, Saxe and Acri, Strandburg and Bechtold), we do not yet know
whether these arrangements will change as these arenas evolve. There is no instance
here of a knowledge commons evolving or maturing into something else.

C.1.1.5 Knowledge Commons Governance Often Did Not Depend on One
Strong Type or Source of Individual or Institutional Incentives or

Motivations or Cooperation

As we noted in GKC, knowledge commons entail cooperation in the building,
sharing, and preservation of knowledge resources, but the reasons individuals coop-
erated in particular knowledge commons varied. Not only did different individuals
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cooperate for different reasons, but sometimes a single individual had multiple
motivations for cooperating, partly intrinsic and partly social. Participants often
had both competitive and cooperative motives, and the balance between the two
often varied among individuals or changed over time. Motivations often varied
according to participants’ roles as creators, maintainers, and/or users of shared
knowledge resources. Yet the overall contrast to the traditional free-rider story, in
which individuals are assumed to compete for resources as a result of self-interest, is
striking. This variety of motives is partially responsible for the variety of social
dilemmas that arise in governing knowledge commons.

This theme, like the earlier ones, carries over from GKC, but limiting the present
collection of cases tomedical and life sciences research leads inevitably to narrowing
the scope of the diversity of motivations. Improved scientific and medical knowl-
edge, improved clinical outcomes, and improved public health outcomes are, in
general terms, motivations common to each of the case studies here. Pursuing those
goals is complicated by motivations to protect patient interests of other sorts, such as
patient anonymity and privacy, and motivations linked to professional and personal
advancement, such as attribution and authorship credit for research results. The
variety of institutional actors involved in medical innovation introduces further
diversity of motivations and incentives, since many of these cases involved partici-
pants from public (i.e., the state), not-for-profit (some clinical care institutions and
knowledge repositories), and for-profit (some electronic health information provi-
ders, some clinical care institutions, many individual clinical providers) institutions.

C.1.2 New and Modified Themes

C.1.2.1 While Informal Governance Institutions, and Especially Trusted
Leadership, Sometimes Played Key Roles in Knowledge Commons Governance,
Other Modalities for Stabilizing Commons Governance, including Preexisting
Cultural or Community Norms, Formal Governance, and the Creation of

Infrastructure to Facilitate and Structure Relationships by Commons Entrepreneurs

The commons cases studies in GKC appeared to point to the idea that informal
governance, premised on trusted leadership, often plays a critical role in knowl-
edge commons. Based on the data collected in this book, that theme may need
to be revised. While trusted leadership as an informal governance mechanism
emerged as a central theme in some of the case studies in this book (Pedraza-
Fariña, Strandburg and Bechtold, Strandburg and Frischmann, Larson and
Chon), the importance of leadership was muted or absent in others. In some
cases, the need for strong leadership appears to have been mitigated by the way
in which commons governance can usefully inherit and build upon preexisting
cultural or community norms (Lee, Evans, Torrance, Flowers). Trust relation-
ships and norms about sharing and cooperation are parts of community or group
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fabrics, and those preexisting cultural fabrics are often extremely helpful in the
evolution of governance institutions. While strong leadership may be one effec-
tive way of promoting the trust relationships that can stabilize knowledge
commons governance, preexisting group dynamics play a similarly stabilizing
role. In other cases, formal governance appeared to play a far more important
role than we had observed in the previous set of cases (Contreras, Abbott,
Mattioli, Bubela). In still others, knowledge commons sharing was promoted
not so much by trusted leadership as by what one might call “commons
entrepreneurship,” in which promoters of a commons-based approach facilitated
knowledge commons formation (and set up at least some of the rules of
commons governance) by providing infrastructure to reduce the obstacles to
knowledge sharing (Saxe and Acri, Contreras, Oliveira et al.). Of course, many
knowledge commons arrangements combine one or more of these modalities.
Moreover, trusted leadership or commons entrepreneurship may be important
in establishing the community norms and relationships that later appear to stand
on their own (Evans, Lee, Torrance). Future work may provide insights into the
circumstances under which a particular modality can successfully sustain knowl-
edge commons governance.

C.1.2.2 Knowledge Commons May Be Intertwined with State-Supplied
Resources in Complex Ways

Whether or not Ostrom intended researchers to infer that the state plays or
should play a relatively nominal role in commons governance, that conclusion
often has been implicit in commons research in the natural resources domain.
In GKC, while we included case studies in which the state played an important
role, the state’s direct role in many of the examples studied was minimal. In this
book, however, we observe that the state often plays a critical role, or more than
one critical role, in developing and sustaining knowledge commons governance
in the medical arena. This theme is most directly and forcefully recognized in
Contreras (Chapter 2), but the many ways in which the state regulates, supports,
and otherwise influences the domain of life sciences and medical research are
illustrated in a number of the other chapters (Lee, Evans, Boggio, Abbott,
Mattioli, Bubela, Pedraza-Fariña, Strandburg and Bechtold, Strandburg and
Frischmann). While a positive role for the state is illustrated in these studies,
some of the cases in this book raise interesting questions about the potentially
negative impact of top-down rules and regulations in this arena. Flowers
explores a knowledge commons devoted to what he terms “outlaw innovation”
by patients for whom the pace of mainstream medical research seems unduly
constrained by regulation. Though not dealing with the role of the state per se,
Saxe and Acri discuss the way in which overly risk-averse understandings of the
requirements of evidence-based medicine can stymie the adjustment of
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treatment methods to better fit particular contexts. Evans discusses the weak-
nesses of a top-down approach to aggregating genomic data, proposing that
groups of individuals join together to create their own data pools, to be deployed
as they see fit. These studies echo the traditional argument by commons
proponents against overly uniform approaches and in favor of local control.

c.2 looking ahead

We closed Governing Knowledge Commons by noting that the book was both a
tribute to Elinor Ostrom’s landmark book Governing the Commons (1990) and the
beginning of a new research program and journey, inspired by Ostrom’s work but
with hypotheses and hopes of its own. We are encouraged that in the space of
roughly a decade, the ideas that animate knowledge commons research have moved
from being an intuition that there is more to knowledge production than patent and
copyright law to being the subject of a research program with participants and
adherents around the world. The researchers included in this book are part of an
emerging knowledge commons of research and researchers sharing their results. We
believe that this additional collection of case studies, supplementing the group
presented in GKC, affirms the utility of the research framework described in
Chapter 1, as both a design for investigating a knowledge commons case and a
device for interpreting and beginning to synthesize data from multiple cases.

As additional theoretical and empirical work on social dilemmas involving knowl-
edge and information resource expands, and as that research is shared and inter-
preted, its normative implications, and its role in public policy and law, will take on
more importance. Throughout this book and its predecessor, we have tried as
rigorously as possible to explore knowledge commons governance with an eye to
its weaknesses as well as its strengths and to maintain our roles as researchers rather
than becoming advocates. What becomes of knowledge commons research in the
future, however, will depend critically on how, when, and where it is engaged by
legal institutions and public policy in general. That is so for at least two critical
reasons: (1) because the character of the knowledge and information resources that
are governed as commons (or otherwise) is specified in the first place by those very
same legal and public policy institutions and (2) because as the work in this book
shows, the state is often a crucial actor in successful commons institutions.

We look forward to continuing along the research pathway identified and illu-
strated by the work here, and we also look forward eventually to engaging with
existing and new colleagues – students, faculty researchers, public policy analysts,
participants in legal institutions, and activists and practitioners around the world – to
determine whether, when, how, and why knowledge commons may become a better
acknowledged and accepted part of the ecology of knowledge and information.
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